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no matter what it does, beatunes is a blast to use: it always feels like a) youre working with the most powerful dj software ever made
(for no money) or b) youre using the most advanced media player ever made (for us$35) on your mac. but thats where the

comparisons end. in reality beatunes is just a brilliant little tool which keeps you focused on the musical task in hand and lets you
concentrate on it, rather than having to scroll through your library filling in as many blanks as you can. theres no doubt in my mind

that beatunes is a better tool than any of the dj software that comes bundled with a media player, and while it can and does do lots of
other things, it really shines in the area of djing and djing-related tasks. when i created this collection, i wasnt looking for a beatunes
alternative. i simply wanted something better than itunes, and i wanted that for a couple of reasons: first, because i liked to dj from

my laptop, and itunes was always a bit of a pain in the behind when it came to making mixes. second, ive always had this weird thing
with my ipod: i simply refuse to buy it on the assumption that i shouldnt have to spend money on something that i dont actually own.

so beatunes has always just sat on my mac, ready and willing to play music for me, for free, but ive never found anything i could use it
for. and thats why i bought beatunes. it reminded me that yes, itunes is a bit of a pain and yes, i should own my music (even if i dont
have an ipod) but yes, beatunes makes me want to own my music too. its a brilliant little tool that can show you just how fun it can be

to use music in the digital age (and no, you cant beat those prices either). and now it can help me to make better mixes too.
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the process is simple: add a bunch of music files to beatunes, and then add a playlist in itunes. thats it. you
now have a playlist full of music that beatunes knows how to talk to. and you can use that playlist however
you want: you can change the order of songs, rearrange it, combine it into another playlist, rename it, and

so on. while youre at it, beatunes will also fix some common errors in your files (such as the incorrect
spelling of the artist or the album title), and itll add some smart little notes to the ones it cant fix - such as
how compatible or incompatible your files are, the bpms and what sort of beat patterns you can expect.

because your itunes library will probably be filled with all kind of stuff that's not music. beats the hell out of
that. so, beatunes 5 is all about finding out what your music tastes are, and presenting you with a selection

that fits this criteria. in my case, beatunes showed me all the tracks from music i have downloaded and
listened to in the past year. these were tracks i had labelled under the genre column with a certain bpm
value. this way, beatunes found out where the bpm values of the music in my library lie. so, if i then look

into the genre field in the get info dialog of an mp3 file and change the value to e.g. techno, i can select the
techno tracks. so, it works, but how good is it? well, the first thing i noticed was that it worked without

problems. and the reason for this is that beatunes makes it super easy for you to get your itunes library up
and running. thats always good, but i also found that beatunes can actually make itunes work better.for

example, beatunes shows the bpm of a track automatically, but it also shows a list of bpm values for all of
the tracks in your library. so, if you want to put together a playlist that has, for example, all 160 bpm

tracks, beatunes can immediately tell you that. i also found that beatunes automatically fills in some of the
time signature values. sometimes this can be done automatically, and sometimes you need to manually

change the values. i dont know why the algorithm of beatunes is not so accurate, but if you have the time,
changing the values manually might be a good idea. 5ec8ef588b
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